Committee Members Present:

Stacy Zemke, Norman Faculty (chair)
Ellen Rubenstein, Norman Faculty
Tommy Snead, Norman Faculty
Amanda Barringer, Norman Student

- Review of Committee Charge # 5:
  - Zemke is turning in Snead’s report on post-baccalaureates. The responsibilities of planning the post-baccalaureate degree program falls to another committee
  - Accelerated Masters degree-A fifth year Masters, Zemke sent out info on this to committee. Would new to create new degree codes, can count 9 hours or 15% of undergraduate hours toward Masters (unclear about this rule-will research further). Is it worth it for the 1 or 2 students who would participate? Probably not an issue for accreditation but Zemke will check on that. Zemke gathered feedback to take back to curriculum committee: Give participating students clear schedule to follow; this will big administrative effort but committee would like to be considered as an option.

- Review of Committee Charge # 7:
  - All approved-this charge is done.

- Review of Committee Charge # 8:
  - Descriptions of two categories (Organizational Communication and Interpersonal Communication) are the same and need to be rewritten
  - Snead will rewrite description for the Organizational Communication category

- Other business: Categorize new summer offerings
  - LIS 5743 (Documents and Records Management) – place in Organizational Communication category, voted to allow undergraduate students to take this course
  - LIS 4970 (Intro to Health Informatics for Informational Professionals) – place in Information and Society category, also approved

Next meeting: March 25, 2013 at 10:30 a.m.